DUCTEL Lite

DUCTEL Lite installation trunking system

Lite is a new installation trunking system that complements the DUCTEL Twist product family. The u-design in the bottom and cover stiffens
the trunking and makes the installation easier and quicker. Because of the stiffness and stability the trunking will maintain its fine condition over
the years. The smooth surface is easy to keep clean and it will not attract dust. Factory made installation parts ensure a finished and neat result.

Safe
The shockproof aluminum trunking is an excellent choice for public spaces and conditions where heavy use is
part of everyday life, e.g. schools, hotel rooms, stairways, offices and commercial and technical premises.
The cover will be locked when installed and it can be opened only with a tool. The trunking is perfectly suitable
for wiring the camera and surveillance systems. Installation trunking is also vandal resistant and maintenance
free.
The system is fire-safe. Aluminum won t increase the fire load and the installation parts are V0-fire protected.
TBA40 system applies for installations made inside as well as outside because of the UV-resistant materials.

Installation friendly
Mounting is made to walls or ceilings with screws or stickers. The cover is fastened with a snap-on technique.
The cover and bottom are sawed to the same length so there won t be time consuming notches. Working is
easy also at the site. The marks from hand sawing are covered with the installation parts.
The structure solution of the bottom and cover enables also space-saving corner installations.
The quick mounted cable locks provide an easier and faster installation, especially when it comes to roof installations.

Eco-friendly
Aluminum trunking, installation parts and package materials are fully recyclable.
The new installation trunking system is an excellent choice for long life cycle destinations because of its
structural strength and material durability.
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DUCTEL Lite

TBA40EC
TBA40WL
TBA40BC

TBA40IC

TBA40LC

TBA40OC
TBA40TC

Product

Type

EAN code

Dimensions (mm) Surface
(w) x (d) x (l)
treatment/color

TBA40BC—1
TBA40BC—3

6410014414061
6410014414122

40 x 19 x 2500
40 x 19 x 2500

TBA40LC—1
TBA40LC—3

6410014414184
6410014414191

TBA40TC—1
TBA40TC—3

PCS/
package

TBA40BC

Anodized
White

1/20
1/20

60 x 19 x 60
60 x 19 x 60

Grey
White

1/50
1/50

6410014414252
6410014414313

60 x 19 x 80
60 x 19 x 80

Grey
White

1/50
1/50

TBA40IC—1
TBA40IC—3

6410014414375
6410014414382

40 x 39 x 39
40 x 39 x 39

Grey
White

1/50
1/50

TBA40OC—1
TBA40OC—3

6410014414399
6410014414450

40 x 39 x 39
40 x 39 x 39

Grey
White

1/50
1/50

TBA40EC—1
TBA40EC—3

6410014414511
6410014414573

20 x 12 x 40
20 x 12 x 40

Grey
White

1/50
1/50

TBA40WL—3

6410014414580

10 x 3 x 30

White

200/1000

TBA40LC

TBA40TC

TBA40IC

TBA40OC

TBA40WL

Installation trunking TBA40BC is delivered bottom and cover packed together. The sales unit is pcs.
The installation parts are packed individually in plastic so they will remain clean and scratch free.
Surface treatment/color: -1 anodized C-0-05 (EN000)/-1 painted grey RAL7040 and -3 painted
white RAL9010.
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TBA40EC

